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Disclaimer
Levitee Labs Inc. (CSE: LVT) (“Levitee” or the “Company”).
Certain statements in this disclosure may constitute “forward-looking” statements which involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties
and other factors which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of the Company, or industry results, to be materially
different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements.
When used in this disclosure, such statements use such words as “may”, “would”, “could”, “will”, “intend”, “expect”, “believe”, “plan”,
“anticipate”, “estimate”, and other similar terminology. These statements reflect the Company’s current expectations regarding future
events and operating performance and speak only as of the date of this disclosure. Forward-looking statements involve significant risks and
uncertainties, should not be read as guarantees of future performance or results, and will not necessarily be accurate indications of whether
or not such results will be achieved. A number of factors could cause actual results to differ materially from the results discussed in the
forward-looking statements, including, but not limited to, the factors discussed below.
For example, disclosures may contain forward-looking statements pertaining to the following subject matter: capital expenditure programs;
supply and demand for the Corporation’s products and services and industry activity levels; commodity prices; income tax considerations;
and, treatments under governmental regulatory regimes.
No securities commission or other similar regulatory authority has passed on the merits of the securities described herein. Nor has any
securities commission or similar regulatory authority reviewed this presentation and any representation to the contrary is an offense.
All dollar figures are in CAD currency unless otherwise stated.
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Executive Summary
Psychedelic Integration of Traditional Healthcare Assets
◇

Levitee Labs is a multidisciplinary integrative wellness company dedicated to redefining traditional mental health and addiction
treatments through integrating evidence-based complementary medicines and novel psychedelic therapies into the traditional
infrastructure of mental health treatment

Current Asset Portfolio
◇

Levitee Labs has acquired 5 mental health and addiction clinics, 3 specialized pharmacies, proprietary addiction-focused platform, an
omnichannel nutraceuticals company as well as having internally developed a mushroom feedstock manufacturing facility

Disciplined M&A and Integration Strategy
◇

We acquire and operate healthcare and nutraceutical assets through a vertically integrated M&A strategy, leveraging medical
expertise, technology and resources to propel portfolio companies to double-digit growth and profitability

Strong Acquisition Pipeline
◇

The Company has a strong acquisition pipeline and is in advanced stages to acquire several profitable market leading clinics and
pharmacies that combine for $500M in revenue and $100M in EBITDA (pre-synergies)

Experienced Team of Capital Allocators
◇

Levitee Labs is headed by experienced finance and healthcare professionals who have extensive transaction experience across
diversified industries and are committed to creating a long-term positive impact on mental health treatment models

Our core objective is a progressive push towards the introduction of novel treatment modalities in the mental health and addiction space,
with a key focus on the integration of evidence-based psychedelic medicines and therapies. This model addresses the ineffectiveness of
current clinical treatments given to people with mental health & addiction issues, particularly in underserved populations
CSE: LVT
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Global Addressable Market
$8.5 Trillion1
Lost economic output
due to mental health,
substance use, and
chronic pain disorders

The Mental Health, Substance Use, and Chronic Pain crises have not been
addressed properly:
More than 50% of Americans will be diagnosed with a mental or substance use disorder in their
lifetime4
Canada suffered a 74%3 increase in opioid-related deaths over the course of the first six
months of the pandemic
Access to services is a major barrier, with the sector receiving only 7% of health care dollars
and wait times for care are greater than one year for many publicly funded pain clinics
Canadian consumption of antidepressants is the third-highest among developed countries

$100 Billion2
Addressable
psychedelic medicine
market
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1 in 5 Americans experience chronic pain5
80% of patients describe their psychedelic experience as one of the “most personally
meaningful and spiritually significant experiences of their life” as the experience gets to the
root of their symptoms
The mental health, addiction and chronic pain space is ripe for transformative innovation –
blending traditional health systems with the new frontier of value-based health solutions,
including psychedelic medicines and digitization, for better patient outcomes
“Mental Health”, World Bank, https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/mental-health
2 Canaccord Genuity Capital Markets Estimate
3 Canadian Federal Budget Report as of April 20 th, 2021
4 Mental Health, CDC, https://www.cdc.gov/mentalhealth/learn/index.htm
5 ScienceDaily, https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/04/210420092901.htm
1
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Our Business Model
◇ Established portfolio of positive cash flowgenerating wellness assets through an
accretive M&A regimen
Raise Capital for
Accretive Acquisitions

Expand Revenue
Streams of
Future
Acquisitions

◇ Levitee Labs anticipates $22.8M in run-rate
revenue by the end of 2021

Identify Acquisition
Targets

◇ Anticipated revenue mix: 15% from
internally developed assets, 85% from
acquisition targets
Develop Key
Partnerships

◇ Acquisition pipeline of over $500M in
revenue
◇ Enterprise Value (EV) of $35.5M1 vs peer
group trading at a mean of over $300M

Reinvest Cashflow
from Acquisitions
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Pursue Clinical
Incentives

◇ Differentiated business model – peers have
little to no revenue with no certain path to
profitability
1As

of August 30th, 2021
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Strategy

Acquire

Integrate

Accelerate

Efficiently allocate capital to
acquire assets at attractive
valuation multiples

Leverage shared platform and
specialized teams to realize
operational efficiencies
Substantially reduce costs
through implementing cost
synergies and centralizing
operating processes

Propel our portfolio companies to
new heights capitalizing on crossselling, high margin products and
recurring revenue through
customers

CSE: LVT
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Strategy
Phase One |

(cont’d)
Phase Two |

Q1 2020 - Present

Q3 2021 - Onward

Levitee Labs’ most recent
acquisitions

Platform Acquisition Verticals

Implement Psychedelic Blueprint

◇ Establish a profitable platform of
integrative wellness assets
through internal development and
a disciplined accretive acquisition
strategy

◇ Addiction, Pain Clinics & Pharmacies
◇ Supplements & Nutraceuticals

◇ As regulations develop, integrate
alternative medicines and psychedelic
therapies into our integrated platform

◇ Picks & Shovels for Mushroom
Cultivation
◇ Other (Technology, Education, R&D)

◇ Process to be led by Levitee’s scientific
advisory board
◇ R&D strategy to be put in place, with a
focus on the responsible rollout of
alternative treatments to patients in
Levitee’s platform that need it most
◇ Become a founding member of Psychedelic
Business Association (in partnership with
the CPA1)
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◇ Leverage relationships, assets, and public
support strategies with international lobby
groups from UK, South Africa, USA,
Australia and the EU to accelerate
regulatory changes in Canada
1 Canadian

Psychedelic Association,
https://www.psychedelicassociation.net
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ACT Medical Centres Acquisition
Acquisition
$5.45M purchase price to realize:
5 Addiction Clinics
3 Specialized Pharmacies
1 Proprietary Technology Platform
◇ Positions Levitee Labs as the largest nongovernment provider of addiction services
in Alberta
◇ Allows for the future delivery of
psychedelic medicine to addiction and
chronic pain patients in Albertan market
◇ Provides Levitee with a platform for future
research opportunities
◇ Includes option of delivery of digital clinics
services to patients

$7.5M revenue, $1.1M in EBITDA

CSE: LVT
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Integration

Acceleration

Expansion of offerings by
integrating:

◇ Integration of psychedelic therapies
into the current portfolio of offerings to
people with addiction

◇ Endocrinology
◇ Cardiology
◇ Psychiatry
Leveraging digital services and drug
delivery capabilities to expand clinic
services aggressively into new markets via
proprietary addiction platform

◇ 70% of current patient visits are
conducted through ACT’s proprietary
addiction platform
This is Levitee Clinic's first acquisition and
will serve as a base for future clinic
acquisitions

◇ Research into psychedelic medicine
and trials of novel psychedelic
compounds
◇ Bulk drug purchasing contract reduces
drug costs while increasing margins

1

“

Over the past 5 years, ACT Medical
has become a leader for the provision
of evidence-based treatment
programs for people suffering from
addiction and chronic pain in Alberta.”
Carrie Wylie, Executive Director,
ACT Medical
1 ACT

Medical Centres,
https://actmedical.ca
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Earth Circle Organics Acquisition

Acquisition

Integration

Acceleration

Levitee Labs’ most recent acquisition:

The main growth lever is marketing:

◇ Earth Circle Organics1 is an omnichannel
nutraceutical e-commerce platform,
encompassing 3 brands (Earth Circle
Organics, Earth Shift and Ojio)

◇ Increasing this expense along with
reducing merchant fees will result in
over $2M in cash flow by 2025

Earth Circle Organics is first in line with
Levitee Labs’ Nutraceutical Roll-Up Strategy
where we continue to acquire:

◇ Already increased revenues by 30%
since acquisition through synergies

◇ 300% growth in the past two years;
purchasing for 3.6x cashflow and
earnout

◇ Solidifying the supply chain will realize
cost synergies

◇ $2.4 million in revenue with $750,000 in
cashflow; achieved with 0 digital
marketing, highlighting tremendous
upside potential when integrated into
Levitee’s platform

CSE: LVT
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◇ Using multiple ingredients to quickly
produce in-demand products will allow
for a quicker path to market launch for
products

◇ Brands that have a brick & mortar presence but
have little to no direct marketing expenditure
and a scarce e-commerce footprint
◇ Brands at the beginning of a growth curve, with
proprietary products, high barriers to entry, high
search volume, but low sales and few
competitors
◇ Decentralizing operations will result in greater
human capital efficiencies

◇ Supplemented with our robust capital
allocation strategy, we will acquire brands with
loyal customer bases at a discount, integrate
Comparable to Laird Superfoods (NYSE: LSF) which is currently trading at 10x
them into our greater ecommerce family and
revenue
then accelerate their growth with our
Earth Circle Organics is being acquired for 1.4x revenue
centralized marketing hub
1 Earth

Circle Organics, https://earthcircleorganicswholesale.com
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Sporeo Supply
◇

The Sporeo Supply1 facility produces the first commercial grade and tested offering of sterilized spawn and
sterilized substrate

◇

Current market for mushroom feedstock for psychedelic and functional mushrooms is fragmented with little
access to standardized and commercially viable growth mediums

◇

Current mediums are untested and prone to contamination

◇

Sporeo removes the barrier of entry for mushroom cultivators by centralizing sterilization processes and
offering a tested and packaged product for various operational scales

◇

Currently has the capacity to sterilize over half a million pounds of growth medium per month

◇

Immediate access to retail markets through a mass distribution agreement with My Green Planet which
ramps up to a minimum order size of 75,000 bags of sterilized spawn and sterilized substrate per month
after a six-month grace period

◇

Projected revenue (based on current orders) of $1.2M per month

In addition to massive distribution of spawn and substrate, Sporeo Supply aims to
standardize the future of mushroom cultivation feedstock. These R&D efforts will set
the stage for the standardization of the manufacturing practices for future psilocybin
production.

CSE: LVT
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1 Sporeo

Supply,
https://sporeogrow.com
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Project Outback
LOI to acquire a late-stage applicant for a Health Canada sanctioned Controlled Drugs and Substances Dealer’s License1
This will allow Levitee Labs access to the following compounds and provisions

CDSA License

Possession

Psilocybin

CSE: LVT
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Production of
base substance
materials

MDMA

Sale

Ketamine

Transportation
and delivery

LSD

Import / Export

DMT

1. No such revenues from this license will be booked unless permitted
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Financial Snapshot
Key Highlights - Major Assets

Key Highlights - Overview
Summary

◇
◇

Team
Partnerships
Capitalization
Structure
Valuation

◇

◇

Established portfolio of cash flowing assets through accretive M&A
2021E year-end expected run-rate revenue of $22.8M
Diverse and complementary skillset, including clinical research, public
venture capital, M&A, and an experienced operations team
Key partnerships in place, including a master distribution agreement
and strategic alliance with My Green Planet

◇

Tight capital structure – ~83.8M shares outstanding
96% of pre-public raise shares locked up with selling restrictions

◇

Market capitalization of $36.5M1

◇

Q1A Q2A

Q3E

Mental Health
Clinics &
Pharmacies

◇
◇

◇

Picks and
Shovels

◇

◇
◇

Superfoods and
Nutraceuticals

◇
◇
◇

Q4E

2021E

Year-end
Run-Rate

Revenue

ACT Medical Centres: 5 mental health clinics and 3 pharmacies
35,000 patient visits, 70% of visits conducted via digital technology
platform
$13.2M 2021E year-end run-rate revenue
Internally developed picks & shovels business for mushroom
cultivation
Major distribution partnership with My Green Planet
$6.0M 2021E year-end run-rate revenue
Earth Circle Organics acquisition
300% growth over 2 years
$3.6M 2021E year-end run-rate revenue

Levitee 2021 Monthly Revenue Projection
$2.0M
$1.5M

Clinics and Pharmacies
Manufacturing Supplies
(Sporeo)

-

-

$1.0M

$3.0M

$4.0M

$13.2M

-

-

$0.2M

$1.0M

$1.2M

$6.0M

Supplements and Superfoods

-

-

$0.4M

$0.9M

$1.3M

$3.6M

$0.5M

Total Revenue

-

-

$4.9M

$6.5M

$22.8M

$0.0M

$1.0M

$1.6M

May
CSE: LVT
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Jun
CPG

Jul
Sporeo

Aug

Sep

Oct

Clinics & Pharmacies

Nov

Dec
Total Revenue
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Executive Team and Directors
Pouya Farmand
Chief Executive Officer,
Co-founder
Pouya is an experienced financier and
entrepreneur with over 10 years in the financial
markets, primarily in investment banking and
venture capital. Involved in in over 35 transactions
ranging from $1M to greater than $50M.

Ken Osborne, CFA
Head of M&A,
Co-founder
Ken is a capital markets professional with diverse
experience in both public and private markets
covering over 20 capital raises and $500M in M&A
activity.

CSE: LVT
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Kelly Abbott

Mason M. Darabi, CPA

Chief Operations
Officer, Co-founder

Chief Financial Officer

Kelly has over 10 years of experience in
entrepreneurship and operations. He has
previous experience as a successful founder,
investor and CEO, having owned and
operated several private and public
companies.

Mason is an experienced CPA with a long history of
working in various accounting roles in Canadian
accounting firms including MNP, Imperial Oil, RSM
Canada and PwC. In his most recent role, Mason led
the Ag Data deal from an idea to a thriving initiative,
at the national level for MNP LLP.

Marc Momeni

Fady Hannah-Shmouni,
MD FRCPC

Executive Vice
President, Co-founder

Chief Medical & Scientific
Officer, President of Clinics

Marc is a finance professional with over 10 years
of experience in financial services and banking.
With a key competency in building and managing
teams, Marc has been able to scale multiple
businesses from start-up to over 7 figures.

Dr. Hannah-Shmouni is a clinician investigator in
neuroendocrinology and genetics, specializing in the
stress system, with over 10 years of experience in
management and research. He completed his
clinical training in internal medicine at Yale-New
Haven Medical Center Program, endocrinology at
National Institutes of Health and genetics at
University of Toronto. He is a fellow with the Royal
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada and
has authored over 100 peer-reviewed publications.
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Directors & Advisors
Justin Chorbajian
Director
Justin is co-owner of the largest chain of privately owned
hydroponic retail shops in Canada. He co-founded a
group of companies that manufacture and distribute
hydroponic equipment. He is a frequent contributor to
Growing Exposed, the leading video series on cannabis
cultivation. Justin specializes in supply chain
management, distribution networking, and procurement.

Stephanie Wilmott
PCQI/IRCA
Advisor
Stephanie is a specialist for compliance and certification,
GMP/GPP/GACP governance and compliance for cannabis
producers/processors license applications. She has now
attained Lead EU GMP and ISO 9001-2015 auditor
certification and brings a wealth of regulatory and
compliance expertise.
CSE: LVT
OTCMKTS: LVTTF

Lowell Kamin

Yarrow Willard

Capital Markets Advisor

Director

With over 25 years of experience in capital markets,
Lowell has extensive experience in strategic business
development. Most recently, Lowell was Vice President
of Business Development for a Canadian-based asset
manager. Previously, he held senior sales roles at the
Canadian division of Bank of America Merrill Lynch,
Scotia Capital and Scotia McLeod.

Paul Kroeger

Yarrow (aka Herbal Jedi) is a second-generation Clinical
and Master Herbalist, educator, and innovator in the
Canadian health-food industry. Professionally, he is an
international speaker, co-founder and formulator of the
Harmonic Arts Botanical Dispensary, the director of the
Wild Rose College of Natural Healing, and creator of the
Herbal Jedi YouTube Channel (150,000 subscribers).

Dr. Brent Hogarth
Advisor

Advisor
Paul Kroeger has studied mushrooms for over thirtyfive years and currently consults for the BC Centre for
Disease Control. He is considered a leading expert in
the field identification of mushrooms, and the founder
of the Vancouver Mycological Society.

Dr. Brent Hogarth is a Sport and Clinical Psychologist.
He is an expert in training flow-state, mindfulness,
and self-control for both sport and corporate athletes.
His expertise includes working with Olympic and
professional athletes, serial entrepreneurs, members
of the USA military, computer engineers, authors,
hedge fund managers and more.
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Capital Structure & Financing Overview
Pro Forma Capitalization Table
Shareholder

Price Raised

Total Shares

Amount Raised

Total Shares %

NA

45,334,058

-

54.13%

Seed Round

$0.10

4,540,000

$454,000

5.42%

6 months no trading

Shell Round

$0.1875

2,980,456

$558,835

3.56%

Free Trading

Series A

$0.25

3,423,050

$855,763

4.09%

4 months no trading

Go-Public Financing

$0.50

23,550,000

$11,775,000

28.12%

Shares issued for ACT Acquisition

$0.43

3,430,871

$1,475,274

4.10%

Shares issued for Earth Circle Acquisition

$0.51

488,702

$249,238

0.58%

NA

83,747,137

$15,368,110

100%

(½ warrant (C$0.75, 3 years))

$0.75

12,967,640

-

-

Free Trading

(½ warrant (C$0.25, 3 years))

$0.25

95,360

-

-

Free Trading

Stock Options Issued to Advisors

$0.10

250,000

$25,000

-

Free Trading

Stock Options Issued to Employees

$0.25

5,644,484

NA

-

Subject to Performance-Based
Vesting Criteria

NA

102,704,621

$28,121,005

-

Management and Insiders

Basic Shares Outstanding

Lockup
9 months no trading + CSE
escrow

Free Trading
4 months from issue date
4 months from issue date
NA

Warrants

Options

Fully Diluted Shares Outstanding

CSE: LVT
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*Cap Table is subject to material change;
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Comparable Companies
Revenue
Trading Symbol

Company

Share Price3

Market Cap

EV

NASDAQ: CMPS

COMPASS Pathways

$41.01

$1,710.24M

$1,699.80M

NEO: MMED

Mind Medicine (MindMed), Inc.

$3.12

$1,413.48M

$1,229.78M

TSX: FTRP

Field Trip Health Ltd

$5.77

$332.93M

$331.81M

TSX: NUMI

Numinus Wellness Inc

$0.81

$164.42M

$102.61M

CSE: MYCO

Mydecine Innovations Group, Inc.

$0.36

$86.59M

$78.01M

CSE: HAVN

HAVN Life Sciences Inc

$0.29

$35.92M

$34.31M

CSE: NM

Novamind Inc.

$0.62

$24.92M

$24.92M

CSE: COOL

Core One Labs, Inc.

$2.54

$36.30M

$34.13M

CSE: MSET

Mindset Pharma Inc.

$0.88

$74.27M

$71.83M

Mean

$431.01M

Median

EV/Sales1

LTM

2021E

2022E

-

--

$0.19M

-

--

--

$0.96M

--

--

NMF

$1.29M

$2.00M

$4.75M

NMF

NMF

21.6x

$0.06M

$0.12M

$10.05M

NMF

NMF

7.8x

--

--

--

$1.85M

--

--

--

NA

NA

--

NA

NA

$400.80M

$1.04M

$1.06M

$5.00M

13.5x

NA

14.7x

$86.59M

$78.01M

$1.13M

$1.06M

$4.75M

13.5x

NA

14.7x

Max

$1,710.24M

$1,699.80M

$1.85M

$2.00M

$10.05M

13.5x

NA

21.6x

Min

$24.92M

$24.92M

$0.06M

$0.12M

$0.19M

13.5x

NA

7.8x

$32.8M

$29.3M

NA

$6.5M

NA

NA

4.5x

NA

CSE: LVT

Levitee Labs

CAD $0.41

LTM

2021E

2022E
NMF

13.5x

Levitee Labs is undervalued on an Enterprise Value basis compared to its peers, demonstrating tremendous upside
potential
CSE: LVT
OTCMKTS: LVTTF

Source: FactSet, Company Filings as of September 15th, 2021
(1) TTM EV/Sales multiple capped at 35.0x
(2) FX rate for USD/CAD is 1.26
(3) Share prices for US companies converted to CAD
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Thank you
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Pouya Farmand
Chief Executive Officer,
Co-founder
pouya@leviteelabs.com

